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Abstract
BACKGROUND
With recent research advances, adipose-derived stromal/stem cells (ASCs) have
been demonstrated to facilitate the survival of fat grafts and thus are increasingly
used for reconstructive procedures following surgery for breast cancer.
Unfortunately, in patients, following radiation and chemotherapy for breast
cancer suggest that these cancer treatment therapies may limit stem cell cellular
functions important for soft tissue wound healing. For clinical translation to
patients that have undergone cancer treatment, it is necessary to understand the
effects of these therapies on the ASC's ability to improve fat graft survival in
clinical practice.
AIM
To investigate whether the impact on ASCs function capacity and recovery in
cancer patients may be due to the chemotherapy.
METHODS
ASCs were isolated from the cancerous side and noncancerous side of the breast
from the same patients with receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) or notreceiving NAC. ASCs were in vitro treated with 5-fluorouracil (5-FU),
doxorubicin (DXR), and cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan) at various concentrations.
The stem cells yield, cell viability, and proliferation rates were measured by
growth curves and MTT assays. Differentiation capacity for adipogenesis was
determined by qPCR analysis of the specific gene markers and histological
staining.
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RESULTS
No significant differences were observed between the yield of ASCs in patients
receiving NAC treatment and not-receiving NAC. ASCs yield from the cancerous
side of the breast showed lower than the noncancerous side of the breast in both
patients receiving NAC and not-receiving NAC. The proliferation rates of ASCs
from patients didn’t differ much before and after NAC upon in vitro culture, and
these cells appeared to retain the capacity to acquire adipocyte traits simile to the
ASCs from patients not-receiving NAC. After cessation and washout of the drugs
for another a week of culturing, ASCs showed a slow recovery of cell growth
capacity in 5-FU-treated groups but was not observed in ASCs treated with DXR
groups.
CONCLUSION
Neoadjuvant therapies do not affect the functioning capacity of ASCs. ASCs may
hold great potential to serve as a cell source for fat grafting and reconstruction in
patients undergoing chemotherapy.
Key words: Human adipose-derived stromal/stem cells; Breast cancer; Neoadjuvant
chemotherapy; Chemotherapeutic agents; Adipogenic differentiation; Proliferation
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Core tip: The functioning capacity and recovery potential of adipose-derived
mesenchymal stromal/stem cells (ASCs) were demonstrated in terms of the stem cell
yield, proliferation rates and adipogenic differentiation capabilities in breast cancer
patients after exposure to neoadjuvant therapies (NAC) treatment. The yield of ASCs did
not alter much after NAC treatment of patients. Moreover, the proliferation rates of
ASCs derived from patients didn’t differ much before and after NAC upon in vitro
culture, and these cells appeared to retain the differentiation capacity to acquire
adipocyte traits simile to those ASC obtained from the patients not-receiving NAC.
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INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is a leading cause of death in women with approximately 1.7 million
new cases and over 522000 deaths per year[1]. However, the overall number of breast
reconstructions has lately considerably increased, currently, there are about 93000
breast reconstructions performed in the United States per year [ 2 , 3 ] . Breast
reconstruction including implant-and expander-based breast reconstruction, and
nowadays, autologous fat grafting (non-vascularized autologous lipoaspirate fat) is
being increasingly used for reconstructive procedures following surgery for breast
cancer patients[4-6]. With recent research advances, cell-assisted lipotransfer studies
concluded that it was more efficacious than autologous fat grafting alone, and
adipose-derived mesenchymal stromal/stem cells (ASCs) have been demonstrated to
facilitate the survival of fat grafts and thus increasingly used for reconstructive
procedures following surgery for breast cancer[7,8]. ASCs, as an abundant source of
adult mesenchymal stem cells, easily harvested, possess multiple characteristics that
make them ideal for regenerative and complementary medicine applications[9,10].
Unfortunately, the problem of poor soft tissue wound healing in cancer patients postexposure to radiation and chemotherapy suggests that these cancer treatment
therapies may limit ASC cellular functions important for soft tissue wound
healing[11-13]. Our previous in vitro human data demonstrates that direct exposure to
chemotherapeutic agents (tamoxifen and paclitaxel) has a cytotoxic effect by
decreasing ASCs proliferation rates and multi-potency differentiating abilities[13-15].
However, we have yet to examine the effects of chemotherapy on ASCs outcomes in
patients. Importantly, for clinical translation to patients that have undergone radiation
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and/or chemotherapy, it is necessary to better understand the effects of these
therapies on the ASC ability to improve fat graft survival in clinical practice. In
addition, recent research has focused almost entirely on poor soft tissue wound
healing in patients exposure to radiation/or chemotherapy, but little is known about
the recovery of cell viability and function capability of stem cells in patients after
chemotherapeutic-treatment[16]. Accordingly, this study aimed to determine the effects
of chemotherapy on ASCs by examining human breast tissue specimens from cancer
patients receiving neoadjuvant therapies (NAC) treatment and compared to the
patients not-receiving NAC regarding their yield, proliferation capacity, and
especially their potency to differentiate into a functional adipocyte-phenotype to
clarify whether the impact on ASC function and recovery capacities may be due to the
chemotherapy.
Autologous fat grafting (lipofilling) for breast reconstruction after surgery is
performed frequently, investigations studying the functional capability and recovery
of stem cells in tumor environment with chemotherapy treatment have been
inadequate[17,18]. In the presents study, we involved a comparison study to analysis of
the stem cells yield, proliferative and adipogenesis differentiation capacities of ASCs
from the cancerous side of the breast and noncancerous side of the breast from the
same patient who underwent scheduled bilateral mastectomies with reconstruction at
the time of resection about 6-8 wk receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy and
compared with the patients who have not-receiving NAC.
Furthermore, nowadays, neoadjuvant therapy has become increasingly common
for many patients, as this is associated with reduced recurrence rates and mortality[19].
According to the National Comprehensive Cancer Network, there are several
combinations of neoadjuvant therapies including cytotoxic, endocrine, and biologic
target agents for the treatment of breast cancer[20,21]. Herein, the second aim of this
study was to investigate, in vitro, the cellular functions of ASCs after exposure to three
commonly utilized clinical chemotherapeutic agents: 5-fluorouracil (5-FU),
doxorubicin (DXR), and cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan) to determine whether the ASCs
viability diminished in the presence of these agents commonly used neoadjuvant
chemotherapies, or patterns of recovery after cessation of these chemotherapeutic
drugs in treatment. The results of our study will provide important information and
further understanding regarding the use of autologous ASCs in reconstructive
procedures following chemotherapy such as in breast cancer patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient selection
Breast cancer patients who underwent scheduled bilateral mastectomies with
reconstruction included in this study (n = 21). All patients provided written informed
consent following our institutional review board-approved protocol. Patients were
included if they were 18 years and older, getting bilateral resection with
reconstruction, and had a diagnosis of breast cancer on one side. Patients were
excluded if they had bilateral premalignant and/or malignant lesions, had a unilateral
prophylactic mastectomy, or if they were less than 18 years old. The demographic and
clinical characteristics of all patients have summarized in Table 1. ASCs were isolated
from the cancerous side and noncancerous side of the breast from the same patient
who underwent scheduled bilateral mastectomies with reconstruction at the time of
resection about 6-8 weeks receiving NAC treatment or not-receiving NAC regarding
their yield, proliferation rates, and especially their potency to differentiate into a
functional adipocyte-phenotype (Figure 1).

Human tissue collection and ASCs isolation
Adipose tissue specimens were collected from the cancerous side of the breast and
noncancerous side of the breast from the same patient receiving NAC treatment or
not-receiving NAC. Adipose tissue was washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
and the isolation of ASCs was performed as previously described[22]. Adipose tissue
was incubated for 1 h at 37 °C with collagenase I solution (Worthington) with shaking.
After centrifugation (1500 rpm/10 min), the stromal vascular fraction (SVF) was
cultured in basal medium 199 (Mediatech; Manassas, VA) supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum (Gemini Bio Products; West Sacramento, CA). After 24 h
incubation, the media was aspirated to remove any unattached cells and washed with
PBS; complete culture media was subsequently replaced twice weekly.

Proliferation assays
The primary isolated ASCs from patients receiving NAC or not-receiving NAC were
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Table 1 Clinical and pathological characteristics of the experimental population, n (%)
Patient demographics

No neoadjuvant chemotherapy, n = 10

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy, n = 11

P value

Age, yr

49 ± 6

49 ± 7

1.000

0

2 (9.5)

0 (0)

0.2143

IA

6 (28.5)

2 (9.5)

0.0805

IIA

1 (5)

4 (19)

0.3108

IIB

1 (5)

2 (9.5)

1.000

IIIA

0 (0)

3 (14)

0.2143

Menopausal

4 (19)

5 (24)

1.000

Multiparous

10 (48)

9 (43)

0.4762

ER+

9 (43)

8 (38)

0.5865

PR+

10 (48)

5 (24)

0.0124

Her2+

3 (14)

6 (28.5)

0.3870

Tobacco

3 (14)

1 (5)

0.3108

Stage of cancer

submitted for proliferation and differentiation experimentation at passages 3–5.
Proliferation rates were assessed by constructing growth curves during 11-d periods.
ASCs were plated at 2.5 × 103 cells/cm2 and fed every other day. At various time
points, cells were trypsin-released and counted with a Coulter counter (Beckman
Coulter, Inc., Fullerton, CA, United States).

Adipogenic differentiation of ASCs
To evaluate the adipogenic differentiation capacity of ASCs, ASCs from patients
receiving NAC or not-receiving NAC were cultured in AdipoDiff Medium (Gbico Life
Technologies) for three weeks. Commitment toward an adipocyte lineage was
measured by evaluating mRNA expression of the adipocyte markers of lipoprotein
lipase (LPL) and peroxisome proliferator activated receptor gamma (PPAR-γ) by
quantitative PCR, and histological Oil red O staining. The differentiated ASCs were
incubated with cooled methanol for 5 min and stained with fresh Oil Red-O (SigmaAldrich) solution for 20 min then the photomicrographs were taken to identify lipid
droplets. In addition, the adipogenic differentiation levels of ASCs were quantified by
extracting the oil red O dye with 100% isopropanol and using optical density readings
taken at a wavelength of 495 nm (100% isopropanol as a background).

Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction
Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol (Life technologies; Grand Island, NY, United
States) reagent. To detect the specific genes expressed in adipogenic differentiated
ASCs, RT-PCR was performed using the following primers: Peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptor gamma (PPAR-γ) with 5’-primers (5’-GCTTTTGGCATACTCTG
TGATCTC-3’) and 3’-primers (5’-TCAGGGCTGCCAGTTTCG-3’); and Lipoprotein
lipase (LPL) with 5-primers (5’-GCTCGTGGGAGCACTTCACT-3’) and 3’-primers (5’TCCGCGTGATTGCAGAGA-3’). mRNA levels were quantified using SYBR Green
Real-Time PCR with the 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems). PCR
reaction conditions were 95 °C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95 °C for 15 s and
60 °C for 1 min. The housekeeping gene GAPDH (5’-primers: 5’-GGATCTCGCTCC
TGGAAGATG-3’) and 3’-primers: 5’-GCACCGTCAAGGCTGAGAAC-3’) were
amplified in separate tubes to normalize for variance in input RNA. For relative
quantification, the efficiency of amplification for each primer pair was determined
using the cDNA target and the 2-ΔΔct method.

In vitro treatment of individual chemotherapeutic agents and cell viability assays
For evaluation of the cellular function and recovery potential of ASCs after exposure
to chemotherapeutic agents, ASCs isolated from female patients during reconstructive
procedures were treated with 5-FU, DXR, and Cytoxan to determine whether the ASC
viability diminished in the presence of these three commonly utilized clinical
chemotherapeutic agents. 5-FU, DXR, and Cytoxan (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved to
make a stock concentration solution, aliquoted and kept in -20 °C refrigerator for
freshly using each time. ASCs were plated at a density of 1 × 104 cells per well in a
volume of 1ml in 24 well plates and then treated with 5-FU (0.1, 1, and 10 mg/mL),
DXR (0.1, 1, and 10 µmol/L), and Cytoxan (0.1, 1, and 10 mmol/L) at the various
concentrations. At 24, 48, and 72 h, MTT assay (3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2, 5-
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Experimental design. Adipose-derived stromal cells (ASCs) were isolated from both the cancerous side and noncancerous side of the breast from the
same patients with receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) treatment or not-receiving NAC. The number of ASCs yield, proliferation rates and the ability to
undergo adipogenic differentiation was analyzed by constructing growth curves, quantitative RT-PCR and histological staining and compared to the ASCs obtained
from patients not-receiving NAC treatment. ASCs: Adipose-derived stromal cells; NAC: Neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide) was used to evaluate the effect of 5-FU, DXR, and
Cytoxan on ASCs cell viabilities. At various time points, the culture medium was
replaced with a medium containing MTT solution (5 mg/mL) and incubate at 37 °C
with 5% CO2 for 3 h. The wells were then decanted and the purple formazan crystals
formed were dissolved in 200 µL dimethyl sulfoxide solution (Sigma-Aldrich). The
absorbance of the plate was read on a microplate reader at 570 nm. Fresh cells were
used as controls. All assays were done in triplicate.

ASC proliferation and differentiation with individual chemotherapeutic agents
To evaluate the potential of cellular function recovery of ASCs after treated with the
chemotherapeutic agents, we extended the cell culture period. ASCs were plated into
24 well plates at 5 × 103 cells /cm2 and exposure to 5-FU (0.1 or 1 mg/mL) or DXR (0.1
or 1 µmol) for 72 h then the drugs have removed. The cells were cultured in medium
without the drug for an additional 8 d, and the proliferation rates were assessed by
constructing growth curves for 11 d. At different time points, cells were trypsin
released and counted with a coulter counter (Beckman Coulter, Inc, Fullerton, Calif).
To evaluate the multipotency differentiation with these chemotherapeutic agents,
ASCs were cultured in AdipoDiff Medium with or without 5-FU (1 mg), DXR (1
µmol/L) and Cytoxan (1 mmol) for three weeks. For osteogenic differentiation, ASC
cells were cultured in OsteoDiff Medium (Gibco LifeTechnologies) with or without
above chemo-drugs for 3 wk; the cells were then stained with Alizarin Red S solution
for 20 min to identify calcium deposits.

Statistical analysis
Cell counts were analyzed as continuous variables and are presented as means with
standard deviations. Categorical variables are presented as frequencies with percent.
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Group differences of cell counts were analyzed using analysis of variance for repeated
measures with follow-up pair-wise comparisons. The count data were tested for
normality using the Shapiro Wilk test. In order to use parametric methods on nonnormal data, the counts were transformed to normalized ranks prior to analysis. A P
value of 0.05 was regarded as being statistically significant. All data were analyzed
using SAS v9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, United States).

RESULTS
Patient characteristics
Human breast adipose tissue specimens were collected from a breast cancer patient’s
cancerous side of the breast and noncancerous side of the breast in same patients who
underwent scheduled bilateral mastectomies with reconstruction at the time of
resection about 6-8 wk receiving NAC treatment or not-receiving NAC (age: 31-59
years, n = 21). Table 1 describes the characteristics of the experimental population.
The stage of cancer including zero, IA, IIA, IIB, and IIIA patients, and as known with
43% ER and 48% PR positive.

Isolation of ASCs from breast tissue in cancer patients after exposure to NAC
treatment
To determine the influence of NAC treatment on stem cell yield, ASCs were isolated
from breast cancer patients with receiving NAC treatment or not-receiving NAC. In
addition, we have compared the numbers of ASCs yield from the cancerous side of
the breast and noncancerous side of the breast from the same patient. As shown in
Figure 2A, we observed that the number of ASCs yield was not shown reduced in
patients receiving NAC treatment when compared to patients not-receiving NAC
from either the cancerous side of the breast (CA-ASC, 0.69 ± 0.20 million/g vs 0.52 ±
0.10 million/g, P = 0.46) or noncancerous side of the breast (N-ASC, 0.99 ± 0.29 m
million/g vs 0.71 ± 0.17 million/g, P = 0.44). However, compared to the noncancerous
side of the breast, we found that the numbers of ASCs yield from the cancerous side
of breast were lower than the noncancerous side of breast in both patients receiving
NAC treatment (30% decreased, P = 0.43) and not-receiving NAC (25% decreased, P =
0.36) (Figure 2B). Furthermore, univariate analysis of the ASCs harvest from the
cancerous side of the breast or normal side of the breast adipose failed to reveal any
significant correlation between patients receiving NAC and not-receiving NAC
(Figure 2C).

ASCs proliferative capacity was not effected in cancer patients after exposure to
NAC treatment
We then analysis of the proliferation rates of ASCs from the patients receiving NAC
or not-receiving NAC. Compared to the ASCs from patients not-receiving NAC, a
trend toward lower proliferation rates was observed in the ASCs that from patients
receiving NAC treatment in both that from the cancerous side of the breast (Figure
3A) and noncancerous side of the breast (Figure 3B) as measured by growth curves
during 11 d culturing. However, this difference was not shown statistically
significantly.

ASCs keep their stem cell differentiation capacity in cancer patients after exposure
to NAC treatment
We further analyzed whether in patients receiving NAC treatment affects ASCs
adipogenic differentiation capability. ASCs from patients receiving NAC or notreceiving NAC from the patient’s cancerous side of breast or noncancerous side of the
breast were cultured in adipogenic differentiation medium for three weeks. After
three weeks of culture, the ASC has differentiated into the adipocyte phenotype. Oil
Red O stain demonstrated that the lipid droplets in the differentiated ASCs that from
the patients receiving NAC treatment were similar to the ASCs from patients notreceiving NAC. After extract the Oil red O dye for quantifying the positive adipogenic
cells, there was not displayed a significant difference between the ASCs from patients
receiving NAC vs ASCs from patients not-receiving NAC (Figure 4B). In addition, we
have determined the differentiated ASCs expressing the adipocyte markers at the
transcript levels. After three weeks of differentiation, qPCR results reveal that ASCs
newly expressed the messenger RNA for the adipocyte-specific genes of PPAR-γ and
LPL. Compared to the ASCs that from patients not-receiving NAC, we found that
there was a trend toward decreased mRNA expression of PPAR-γ and LPL in ASCs
that from patients receiving NAC treatment (Figure 4C). However, this difference was
also not shown statistically significantly.
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Isolation of adipose-derived stromal cells from breast tissues in patients after received neoadjuvant chemotherapy treatment. A: Number of ASCs
isolated per gram of adipose tissue from the cancerous side (CA-ASC) of the breast and noncancerous side (N-ASC) of the breast in patients receiving neoadjuvant
chemotherapy (+NAC) vs patients not-receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy (-NAC). B: ASCs yield from the cancerous side of the breast was lower than the
noncancerous side of the breast in both patients receiving NAC and not-receiving NAC. C: Overall correlation between the numbers of harvesting ASCs from the
cancerous side and noncancerous side of the breast in patients receiving NAC or not-receiving NAC (n = 21, mean ± SE, P = NS). ASCs: Adipose-derived stromal
cells; NAC: Neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

Recovery of ASCs viability following exposure to individual chemotherapeutic
agents in vitro
To investigate the effects of chemotherapeutic agents on cell viability of ASCs, the cell
growth arrest rates were determined at various doses of 5-FU (0.1, 1, and 10 mg/mL),
DXR (0.1, 1, and 10 µmol/L), and Cytoxan (0.1, 1, and 10 mmol/L) using MTT assays.
In the control group, the cell number increased over the 3-d time course, whereas for
ASCs treated with 5-FU and DXR demonstrated decreased growth rates in a dosedependent and time-dependent manner. However, in ASCs treated with
cyclophosphamide groups, the cell viability and growth rates were not shown
inhibited when compare to without drug treatment the control groups (Figure 5A).
After the withdrawal of the drugs for another 8 d of culturing, in the lower doses of 5FU treated groups, ASCs showed recovery of the cell's growth capacity which
compared to the higher doses of 5-FU treated groups. However, full recovery was not
achieved as the numbers of ASCs still signiﬁcantly lower than the control group
(Figure 5B). The recovery of cell viability was not observed in ASCs treated with DXR
groups at either low- or high- dose followed by cessation of the drugs for an
additional 8 d culturing (approximately 50% decreased vs non-treatment control
group, P < 0.05; Figure 5C).
The adipogenic and osteogenic differentiation capacities of ASCs were decreased in
the 5-FU, DXR and Cytoxan treated group when compared with the non-treated
control group evidenced by oil red O (Figure 6A) and alizarin red staining (Figure
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Figure 3

Figure 3 Proliferation of adipose-derived stromal cells in patients after received neoadjuvant chemotherapy treatment. A: Growth curve of ASCs from the
cancerous side (CA-ASC) of the breast in patients receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy (+NAC) vs not-receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy (-NAC) during 11 d
culturing. B: Comparison of ASCs from the noncancerous side (N-ASC) of the breast vs cancerous side (CA-ASC) of the breast on cell proliferation between patients
receiving NAC treatment and not-receiving NAC during 11 d culturing (n = 21, mean ± SE, P = NS). ASC: Adipose-derived stromal cell; NAC: Neoadjuvant
chemotherapy.

6B). After extracting the dye from oil red O for positive adipogenic cells and alizarin
red for positive osteogenic cells, ASCs displayed the impact of adipogenic (2.1 fold
decreased in 5-FU treated group, 2.3 fold in DXR treated group, and 1.3 fold in
Cytoxan treated group, P < 0.05; Figure 6A) and osteogenic differentiation potential
(20 fold decreased in 5-FU treated group, 20 fold in DXR treated group, and 1.5 fold
decreased in Cytoxan treated group, P < 0.05; Figure 6B).

DISCUSSION
Mesenchymal stem/stromal cells are present in many human tissues and organs, in
patients post-exposure to cancer treatment therapies may limit their cellular functions
important to improve fat graft survival and soft tissue wound healing. In this study,
we investigated whether the ASCs have the potential for recovery of the cellular
function after exposure to the NAC treatment in breast cancer patients. The major
findings of this study include that the yield of ASCs didn’t alter much after NAC
treatment of patients. Moreover, the proliferation rates of ASCs derived from patients
didn’t differ much before and after NAC upon in vitro culture, and these cells
appeared to retain the differentiation capacity to acquire adipocyte traits similar to
those ASCs obtained from patients not-receiving NAC. Further, we compared the
ability of ASCs derived from the patient’s cancerous side of the breast and
noncancerous side of the breast in patients receiving NAC or not-receiving NAC. Our
study results suggest that ASCs may hold great potential and represents to serve as a
cell source for clinical practice in fat grafting and reconstruction in breast cancer
patients undergoing chemotherapy treatment.
Over the years, stem cell-based therapies have been tested and used in many
clinical settings such as outcomes of breast cancer and breast reconstruction[7,23]. In the
use of autologous stem cell-based target therapy, an additional challenge is making
the cell source readily available for implantation. This study specifically evaluates the
availability of ASCs from breast tissue in cancer patients with received NAC
treatment. After isolation, we found that there no significant differences were
observed between the numbers of ASCs yield in patients receiving NAC treatment
with not-receiving NAC and in either from the cancerous side of the breast or
noncancerous side of the breast. Of note, we acknowledge that we did not collect the
control data that from before starting the treatment in the same patient, we cannot
definitively comment upon isolation differences that may exist with this population;
nonetheless, the current study demonstrates that ASCs can be isolated in great
abundance from the breast adipose tissue in cancer patients after post chemotherapy.
In addition, it is of great interest to know we recently described that the ASC can be
isolated from the breast smaller fat specimens (approximately 5 g), and expansion to
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Figure 4 Adipogenic differentiation capacity of adipose-derived stromal cells in patients after received neoadjuvant chemotherapy treatment. A: Oil red O
stains in the adipogenic-induced ASCs from the cancerous side of the breast (CA-ASC) and noncancerous side of the breast (N-ASC) in patients receiving NAC
treatment (+NAC) vs not-receiving NAC (-NAC) from undifferentiated ASCs (left) and differentiated ASCs (right). B: Quantified by extracting the dyes for evaluating the
adipogenic differentiated cells levels from the cancerous side of the breast or noncancerous side of the breast ASCs in patients receiving NAC treatment vs notreceiving NAC. C: Real-time PCR evaluating the mRNA expression of peroxisome proliferator activated receptor gamma (PPARγ) and lipoprotein lipase (LPL) in
differentiating ASCs from the cancerous side of the breast or noncancerous side of the breast in patients receiving NAC treatment vs not-receiving NAC (n = 21, mean
± SE, P = NS). ASC: Adipose-derived stromal cell; NAC: Neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

commitment toward an adipocyte lineage upon in vitro cultured in derivative-specific
differentiation medium. This finding is important; the use of harvested autologous
stem cells back to the treating surgeon is likely to be necessary for the maintenance of
cell function before implantation. Another important point, the ASCs yield and
proliferation rates of ASCs from the cancerous side of the breast was showed lower
than the ASCs that from the noncancerous side of the breast in both patients receiving
NAC and not-receiving NAC. However, the ability of ASCs to differentiate toward an
adipocyte lineage from the cancerous side of the breast was showed similar to those
ASCs that obtained from the noncancerous side of the breast suggested that the
chemotherapy does not significantly alter the ability of adipocyte characteristics
acquired by the stem cells in the tumor environment. To our knowledge, this is the
first direct demonstration showing that ASCs from the cancerous side of the breast
were capable of surviving at their differentiation potential in patients receiving the
cancer treatment. Nevertheless, evaluation of the effects of chemotherapy in breast
cellular interactions between the mesenchymal stem cells/or cancer stem cells and
tumor cells will require in our future study[24,25].
In addition to confirming the availability of these stem cells in a cancer population,
this study provides evidence that ASCs from cancer patients after exposure to chemotreatment can retain their proliferation and differentiation capacity to acquire several
important adipocyte characteristics. The results are consistent with other in vitro
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Figure 5

Figure 5 Recovery of adipose-derived stromal cells analysis following exposure to individual chemotherapeutic agents in vitro human population. A: ASCs
were isolated from female patients during reconstructive procedures. Cell viability was measured by MTT assays after ASCs treated with different dosages of 5-FU,
DXR and cyclophosphamide on 24, 48, and 72 h. B: Growth curves of ASCs treated with 5-FU or DXR for 72 h then removed and the cells were cultured in medium
without drugs for an additional 8 d. The results represent the mean ± SE of triplicate cultures of three representative experiments. n = 3, aP < 0.05 vs control. 5-FU: 5fluorouracil; DXR: Doxorubicin.

studies showing that human mesenchymal stromal cells were able to maintain their
multi-differentiation potential after treatment with various chemotherapeutic
agents[26-28]. This may also become important; several studies have shown that grafted
fat has an increased survival rate when transplanted with the adipose-derived stem
cells[10,29-31].
Previous work from our lab has shown that in vitro direct exposure chemotherapeutic agents of paclitaxel and tamoxifen modulated human ASC cellular
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Figure 6

Figure 6 Differentiation capacity of adipose-derived stromal cells analysis following exposure to individual chemotherapeutic agents in vitro human
population. A: Oil red O stains, quantified by extracting the dyes for evaluating the adipogenic differentiated cell levels. B: Alizarin red stains, quantified by extracting
the dyes for evaluating the osteogenic differentiated cell levels. ASCs were isolated from female patients during reconstructive procedures. n = 3, mean ± SE, aP <
0.05 vs control. ASC: Adipose-derived stromal cell; 5-FU: 5-fluorouracil; DXR: Doxorubicin; OD: Optical density.

functions [13-15] . In the present study, we evaluated the recovery of ASC cellular
functions after exposure to another three clinically useful chemotherapeutic agents of
5-FU, DXR and cyclophosphamide by using in vitro culture system. The predominant
neoadjuvant chemotherapeutics for breast cancer are Taxol’s, doxorubicin,
cyclophosphamide, and 5-fluoruracil, and there remains limited research describing
how these drugs affects stem cells function[32]. In our study, we found that after
cessation and washout of the drugs for a week, ASCs showed recovery of the cell
growth capacity in lower doses of 5-FU treated groups which compared to the higher
doses of 5-FU treated groups. However, the recovery of cell viability was not seen in
ASCs treated with higher doses of 5-FU groups and doxorubicin treated groups, after
the withdrawal of the drugs respectively. As this time-lapse is considerably longer
than the 8 d withdrawal period examined in our in vitro setting, the ASCs likely
recovered from the cytotoxic effects of their therapy with additional time. Further
studies are needed to investigate the timeframe of ASC functional recovery after
treated with chemotherapeutic drugs. Additionally, in our study, we have observed
that cyclophosphamide did not inhibit ASCs growth. This correlates with previous
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studies and provides that not all chemotherapeutic agents affect the viability of stem
cells[33]. Moreover, a study by Beane et al[33] demonstrated that the growth of ASCs was
inhibited by clinically relevant concentrations of vincristine, cytarabine, and
etoposide, but these cells contrarily appeared resistant to high-dose methotrexate
treatment.
There are only a few in vitro studies showing human mesenchymal stem cell (bone
marrow or ASC) characteristics in the presence of chemotherapeutic drugs and
radiation[7,13-15,23]. Unfortunately, no human studies are evaluating the recovery of ASC
differentiation capabilities in patients receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy.
Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, our results are the first time in which a
human study directly demonstrates that ASCs have the potential to recover
differentiation capacity in patients after receiving chemotherapy. We would note that
by observing the in vitro culture system direct exposure chemotherapeutic agents to
human ASCs and in patients with receiving the chemotherapy treatment, our results
indicated that despite the in vitro evidence of the negative effects of chemotherapeutic
agents on the ASCs, it might not be clinically relevant as ex vivo examination of
patient’s ASC shows these cells can functionally recover after various neoadjuvant
chemotherapy regimens. Our data may well provide new information to better
understand the use of autologous ASCs for fat grafting and reconstruction in breast
cancer patients undergoing treatment.
These are several limitations to this study, including the relatively small numbers
of patients and the comparison of ASCs before posting the chemotherapy and after
cessation of NAC treatment. Therefore, determine the temporal effects of
chemotherapy before, during chemo-treatment and after cessation to evaluate the
ASCs function recovery potential in patients will be required in our future studies. In
addition, at this time, the limited tissue samples that could be obtained from the
patients limited the number of studies we could perform. We were only able to look at
the adipogenic differentiation of ASCs in the ex vivo study and unable to look at the
osteogenic or endothelial differentiation and their stem cell characteristics.
Furthermore, this was a pilot study consisting of only 21 patients; a larger
randomized study of ex vivo samples is needed to confirm our findings that
neoadjuvant chemotherapy does not affect the ASCs functions. We did not take into
account the different variations of neoadjuvant chemotherapy regimens the patients
received due to the small sample size. However, all of the patients who did receive
neoadjuvant chemotherapy did receive Taxol and completed therapy about 4-6 wk
prior to the isolation of ASCs.
In conclusion, this study provides new and novel insight information regarding the
use of autologous mesenchymal stem cells derived from adipose tissue in cancer
patients after exposure to chemotherapy, namely, (1) the availability of these cells for
use does not appear to be adversely affected by post-chemotherapy (in fact, the yield
of ASCs didn’t alter much after NAC treatment of patients); (2) the proliferation rates
of ASCs derived from patients didn’t differ much before and after NAC upon in vitro
culture; and (3) these cells can appear to retain the differentiation capacity to acquire
adipocyte traits simile to those ASCs that obtained from the patients not-receiving
NAC. Further, we evaluated the cellular function recovery of ASCs after exposure to
three clinically useful chemotherapeutic agents. The study of our results indicated
that despite the in vitro evidence of the negative effects of chemotherapeutic agents on
the ASCs, it might not be clinically relevant as ex vivo examination shows these cells
from patients can functionally recover after various neoadjuvant chemotherapy
regimens. Overall, the present study is the first report that the breast adipose tissue
appears to will be a viable source of autologous stem cells and ASCs may hold great
potential and represents to serve as a cell source for use in fat grafting and
reconstruction in cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
In cancer patients, post-exposure to radiation and chemotherapy suggests that these cancer
treatment therapies may limit stem cells cellular functions important for soft tissue wound
healing. For clinical translation to patients that have undergone cancer treatment, it is necessary
to understand the effects of these therapies on the adipose-derived stromal/stem cell (ASC)'s
ability to improve fat graft survival in clinical practice. Herein, we examined the effects of
chemotherapy on ASCs outcomes in patients with receiving neoadjuvant therapies and
compared to the patients not-receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) treatment.

Research motivation
Recent research has focused almost entirely on poor soft tissue wound healing in patients
exposure to radiation/or chemotherapy, but little is known about the recovery of cell viability
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and function capability of stem cells in patients receiving chemotherapeutic-treatment. This
research focused on characteristics of stem cells isolated from human adipose tissue: (1) The
cellular function of ASCs diminished in direct exposure to chemotherapeutic agents, and
potency to recovery after cessation of these drugs in treatment; and (2) Availability in receiving
NAC treatment of population most likely the ASCs may hold great potential to serve as a cell
source for fat grafting and reconstruction in cancer patients undergoing chemo-treatment. This
research will provide new and novel insight information regarding the use of autologous
mesenchymal stem cells derived from adipose tissue in cancer patients after exposure to
chemotherapy.

Research objectives
The main objective of this study was to investigate whether the impact on ASCs function
capacity and recovery in cancer patients may be due to the chemotherapy. In addition, we
evaluated in vitro, whether ASCs have the potential for recovery of cellular function after
exposure to three commonly utilized clinical chemotherapeutic agents.

Research methods
We analyzed the stem cells yield, proliferation rates, and adipogenesis differentiation capacity of
ASCs from breast cancer patients with receiving NAC treatment or not-receiving NAC. We also
measured the recovery of the cellular functions of ASCs after treated with three
chemotherapeutic agents by in vitro culture system.

Research results
We reveal that the yield of ASCs didn’t alter much after NAC treatment of patients. The
proliferation rates of ASCs derived from patients didn’t differ much before and after NAC upon
in vitro culture, and these cells appeared to retain the capacity to acquire adipocyte traits simile
to the ASCs that from patients not-receiving NAC. By observing the in vitro culture system, the
study indicates that the full recovery of cell proliferation rates was not observed in ASCs after
the withdrawal of drug treatment in a short time interval.

Research conclusions
We conclude that (1) the availability of ASCs for use does not appear to be adversely affected by
post-chemotherapy; (2) despite the in vitro evidence of the negative effects of chemotherapeutic
agents on the ASCs, it might not be clinically relevant as ex vivo examination of patient’s ASC
shows these cells can functionally recover after various neoadjuvant chemotherapy regimens;
and (3) the breast adipose tissue appears to will be a viable source of autologous stem cells and
ASCs may hold great potential and represents to serve as a cell source for use in fat grafting and
reconstruction in patients undergoing chemotherapy such as in breast cancer patients.

Research perspectives
The study of our results provides novel insight into the use of autologous stem cell-based target
therapy in reconstructive procedures in cancer patients that have received chemotherapy.
Further study is needed to determine the temporal effects of chemotherapy before, during
chemo-treatment and after cessation to evaluate ASC function and recovery potential in patients
to clarify whether the impact on ASC function and recovery components may be due to the
chemotherapy.
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